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HUMANITY WELFARE COUNCIL
“ To Grow and Expand ”

Project UPHAAR is an initiative of the Humanity Welfare Council (HWC) to 

encourage people to Donate. Donating to the causes you care about not 

only benefits the charities themselves, it can be deeply rewarding for you 

too. Millions of people give to charity on a regular basis to support causes 

they believe in, as well as for the positive affect it has on their own lives.

It sounds somewhat contradictory, but one important aspect of building 

wealth is charity. 

Charity is viewed as important in our society, but the true reason for charity 

isn't always taught. Religions reinforce charity with the tenets around giving 

and tithing. Many of us even lose interest thinking whether the money will 

be utilized in a proper manner or not. 

When we donate irrespective of what we donate? Whether it is money or 

articles. It is always our responsibility to track where our donations are 

utilised. Donations are good but if properly utilized they can bring a lot of 

change in the societies.

We accept all kinds of donations whether it is money or any article that 

either you want to donate or you are no more using it. For example your child 

is no more playing with his/her toys and you have no further use of those 

toys. You can send it to us and we will make it available to those children who 

can't afford it. Your little effort will not only bring smile and happiness in the 

lives of those children but it will also give you a feeling of satisfaction.  P
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Vision of Project UPHAAR

Promote generosity among people.

Objectives of Project UPHAAR

Promote generosity among people.

For more information please contact 

You can DONATE HERE 
Scan the Code

Visiti Website: www.hwc.international

Cheque / Demand Draft in favour of 

“ Humanity Welfare Council” 

Payable at New Delhi

Those can be sent to following address: 

602, A-Block, Naurang 

House, 21, K.G. Marg, Delhi-110001)

Item that can be donated

Food

Clothes

Toys

Footwears

Stationary

Blankets

Old newspaper

Electronic items

Any article that is not in use.

But in good condition.

To help people understand the effects of 

donation.

To help people check the utilisation of their
donations.

To make necessary items available to those
who can't afford it.

Proper utilisation of unused articles.

Effective use of resources and minimise 
wastage.

Mission of Project UPHAAR

HELPLINE NO
+91 83759 94567 , 98211 67567
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